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THE LAND

Imagine an endless expanse of 
olive groves, growing along the 
sides of a picturesque village in 
western Liguria, kissed by the sun.
The majestic trees reach out 
towards the sky, defying the laws 
of physics, and leave unsuspecting 
visitors speechless for beauty 
and for the hard work of man and 
nature.

TERRE TAGGIASCHE
FAMILY FARM

It all began in 1905, when Belmonte Giobatta and Paolina Roggero fell in love under the olive 
trees in the village of Gazzelli, where they then settled and began to cultivate olives. Today, 
after three generations of olive oil producers, the story now turns to Antonio, Belmonte’s 
great-grandson.
After meeting Ester in 2006, they founded Terre Taggiasche, merging their respective family 
farms, and taking up the family trade to produce a range of products with a modern style 
while keeping traditional flavors.



The production area of the Taggiasca olives extends from north west cost of Italy ( Riviera 
dei Fiori) to Nice ( France), going inland up to an altitude of about 700 meters. The things 
that make Taggiasca olives unique in the world are mainly: the land; water; climate. The 
perfect combination of these three elements has meant that our product will assume the 
characteristics necessary to be always imitated but never comparable. The olives tree is 
very vigorous, the trunk usually occurs very twisted, often with development inclined, and 
you can hardly find two trees alike. The olive varieties Taggiasca exceed, if not controlled 
by pruning, the 10 meters high. The productive life of a tree begins after the third year, and 
can last for over 600 years. The Taggiasca olives is small, very fleshy, green and dark, with 
the unmistakable flavor and delicacy, Taggiasca olives are a rare and precious varieties: one 
hectare of olive grove in fact gives around twenty tons of these olives in front of the sixty 
hundred tons of other type. The traditional method of harvesting olives is the ‘beating’ 
which consists of beating the branches of the olive tree with a long stick to ensure that 
the fruits fall to the ground. Today, to facilitate the collection, we prefer to use mechanical 
shakers and dropping olives in dense mesh nets placed at the base of the tree. The season 
of the olive harvest begins in October and ends in February.

THE HARVEST

Terre Taggiasche covers 20 
hectares, of which 15 are dedicated 
to the cultivation of the Taggiasca 
olive tree, a cultivar. From this land 
comes a high quality extra virgin 
olive oil, with a characteristic flavor 
of pine nuts; an extraordinarily 
delicate olive oil that contrasts 
the harshness of the territory. Our 
products are cultivated, processed 
and packaged at our farm. All of 
our olive based producers use 
100% Taggiasca cultivar olives.
Our main products are 100% extra 
virgin olive oil, and olives in brine, 
used to produce pitted olives, and 
the famous Taggiasca olive spread.

THE FARM



Produced from the Taggiasche 
Olives, a quality that is typically 
Ligurian from the western Riviera, 
dark green and small size olives. 
Plants that give this type of olive are 
century year old and were planted 
in ancient times by the monks and 
cultivated on terraces overlooking 
the sea. Fundamental elements 
for an extra virgin olive oil are an 
intense, pleasant aroma and colour. 
The extra virgin oil from Taggiasca 
olives distinguishes itself in its 
“sweet fruity aroma and delicate 
mellow taste with a nice bouquet”. 
No doubt it is known as one of 
the best national oils, because 
its taste is more delicate and this 
makes it the ideal complement 
of all gastronomic recipes. There 
is no need for being a taster to 
recognize a good oil, just smell it 
and taste it for a guarantee of its 
genuine origin.

THE EXTRA VIRGIN 
OLIVE OIL

The olives of the Taggiasca variety 
used to produce our extra virgin 
olive oil are cold pressed, using 
a granite millstone. This method 
of pressing the olives does not 
require that the olive paste be 
heated, or hot water added to 
the paste or must. This ensures 
the bionutritional and sensory 
superiority of Terre Taggiasche 
Extra Virgin Olive Oil, in addition 
to better preservation (heat and 
light are enemies of olive oil).

THE MILL



Taggiasca olives, a variety typical of the western Ligurian coast and, in particular, in the 
province of Imperia, is a truly unique product, thanks to the perfect combination of soil, 
water and climate, combined with our traditional brine recipe. The small size, wide range of 
colors ranging from green to purple to dark brown, and delicate flavor with a slightly bitter 
note, make it perfect as both an appetizer and as an accompaniment in a variety of recipes.

TAGGIASCA OLIVES 
IN BRINE

1  Size: Glas jar 100 gr net- Glass Jar 
180 gr net (6,3oz)

2  Size: Glas jar 100 gr net- 
Glass Jar 180 gr net (6,3oz)

3  Size: Glas jar 100 gr net- 
Glass Jar 180 gr net (6,3oz)

1 2 3



Pitted Taggiasca Olives are tasty, soft yet crunchy. After being harvested and carefully 
selected, they are marinated with thyme, bay leaf and rosemary, according to our centuries 
old traditional brine recipe. When they are ready, they are pitted and covered with Extra 
Virgin Olive Oil. The pitted olives are very easy to use; they can be added to the classic 
tomato salad, used to flavor to meat sauces and roasts, added to decorate and flavor 
omelets, and are the perfect finishing touch to every bruschetta.

1  Size: Glas jar 2,7 kg net

2  Size: Glas jar 180 gr net- Glass 
Jar -270 gr net (69,5oz)

3  Size: Glas jar 180 gr net-Glass 
Jar -270 gr net (69,5oz)

4 Size: Glass Jar -270 gr net (69,5oz)

21 3 4

PITTED TAGGIASCA 
OLIVES



The bright green of the basil stands out in this traditional pesto prepared according to 
the ancient Ligurian recipe with carefully selected raw materials: Genovese basil D.O.P. , 
cheese, garlic, pine nuts and extra virgin olive oil. Our Pesto is not pasteurized; this is how it 
keeps the fragrant aroma of basil and all the goodness of fresh produce intact. It is ideal for 
dressing pasta, lasagna and pizza, and to flavor soups and quiches. It is perfect on grilled 
or baked fish, to give an original touch to a chicken salad, or on grilled eggplant or cheese.

The aroma and intense taste of Taggiasca olives comes through in this spread. It is made 
with natural ingredients, including extra virgin olive oil, and without the use of colorants or 
additives. The Taggiasca olive spread is ideal as the base of a vinaigrette bursting with flavor, 
and spread on mini bruschettas

OLIVES SPREAD PESTO SAUCE Size: Glas jar 130 gr net-Shelf Life : 7 months



ARRABIATA SAUCE  The colours of the ingredients amalgamate completely with the 
red of the tomato; the perfumes and aromas meld in an exquisite harmony of decisive and 
pleasantly spicy flavours. The ingredients are : red chilli peppers, carefully selected; desalted 
tasty capers, velvety and creamy anchovy paste, genuine puréed tomatoes, excellent 
extravirgin Oil. Genoese basil P.D.O.

ARTICHOKE SAUCE  Enjoy it also as an appetiser on a generous slice of crunchy bread. 
A recipe based on the finest pieces of artichoke which are tender and crisp as they have 
been picked while still young in order to retain all their flavour. Firstquality and a unique 
taste. Ingredients: Artichoke and extra virgin olive oil, green chilli peppers, sugar, wine 
vinegar, natural flavours.

AUBERGINE SAUCE  Wonderfully fleshy aubergines combined with tomatoes to give 
this sauce mildness and originality. Olives, capers, onions, dried tomatoes, parsley and 
oregano, a clever mix of flavours and aromas that together make a very tasty sauce for a 
wide range of uses. It tastes wonderful served cold on toast, or hot or as a topping for a 
large vegetable pizza, which is both easy and quick to make!

Size: Glas jar 180 gr net- Glass Jar -270 gr net (9,5oz) 
Shelf Life : 15 months

PASTA SAUCE



THE OIL PRESERVE

SUN DRIED TOMATOES  Are a classic in Italian cooking. Harvested 
between July and September, the carefully selected tomatoes are 
washed, sliced, salted and set out to dry in the sun. They are then 
washed in vinegar, packed into jars, covered with extra-virgin olive oil, 
and lightly flavored with oregano. Delicious in tomato sauces, salads 
and pasta. A must for every kitchen.
Size: Glass Jar -270 gr

RED HOT PEPPERS WITH TUNA  During the harvest season, 
from September to October, only the perfect-sized peppers are 
chosen. Once the insides are scraped out, they are placed in brine. 
After an appropriate time, they are drained, washed, dried and then 
filled with a delicious stuffing of tuna, capers and anchovies and then 
packaged in olive oil. This spicy treat can be eaten on its own, as part 
of an appetizer, or thrown into salads, quiches, or pasta dishes.
Size: Glass Jar -270 gr

ARTICHOKE HEARTS  Use only the most tender and delicate part 
of the artichoke. They are harvested and prepared during the months 
of March and April, when the artichokes just right. Picked by hand, 
measured, cleaned and blanched for a few minutes, their external 
leaves and top part are then eliminated. The artichokes are checked 
one at a time, perfected by hand and placed in brine. After, with patient 
manual labor, they are placed in jars and covered with olive oil.
Size: Glass Jar -270 gr

WALNUT SAUCE Our walnut sauce is 
delicious, with a subtle flavor. It is a skilful 
mix of ground walnuts, olive oil and cheese, 
all brought together with a touch of garlic. 
Serve diluted with a few tablespoons of 
warm water and pour over your pasta dishes. 
This sauce goes well with all your most 
imaginative recipes.

ARTICHOKE SPREAD We made an 
artichoke heart that have been chosen for 
their freshness and flavor. Were reduced in 
a creamy paste seasoned with extra virgin 
olive oil, then add a splash of vinegar and 
garlic. Its delicate flavor, soft sweet and 
delicious make our artichoke develops a 
great product of Italian cuisine.

Size: Glass Jar -270 gr
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